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Abstract: In this paper we are going to see how the DSM PI controller is used to reduce the harmonics in faster.  DSM PI 
controller steps up the voltage to required level. The main aim is to improve the total harmonic distortion. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Electrical power quality has been a developing concern because of the proliferation of the nonlinear loads, which causes significant 
increase of line losses, instability and voltage distortion. The ensuing unbalanced current adversely affects each component inside 
the energy system and equipment. This outcomes in terrible power aspect, increased losses, excessive neutral currents and reduction 
in standard efficiency.  In any case, they are commonly costly and have high working misfortunes. Hereafter to defeat these 
disadvantages and to improve the pay execution with decreased expense of the APFs, a novel HAPF topology-III is presented by 
Peng et al. in 1988, in which APF is associated in arrangement with the source just as non-straight load and PPF associated in 
parallel with the load, which carries on as power factor amendment capacitor is proposed. This topologypulled in substantially more 
consideration regarding persevere through high load currents and functions as a consonant isolator among source and non-straight 
load. 

A. Objective 
To suppress the harmonic distortions created by the non-linear loads in the system and to improve the Total Harmonic Distortion 
(THD) are the main objectives of this project. 

II. POWER SYSTEM HARMONICS 
Power system harmonics are whole number products of the basic power system recurrence. Power system harmonics are made by 
non-straight gadgets associated with the power system. Harmonics are voltage and current frequencies riding over the ordinary 
sinusoidal voltage and current waveforms. The nearness of harmonics (both current and voltage) is seen as 'contamination' 
influencing the activity of power systems.  
The most widely recognized wellspring of consonant mutilation is electronic hardware utilizing switch-mode power supplies, for 
example, PCs, flexible speed drives, and high-productivity electronic light weights. Consonant waveforms are described by their 
abundancy and symphonious number. At the point when a sinusoidal voltage is connected to a specific sort of load, in which the 
load causes the current to differ lopsidedly with the voltage amid each cyclic period. 
Harmonics in power systems can turn into the wellspring of an assortment of unwelcome impacts. For instance, harmonics can 
cause signal impedance, over voltages, information misfortune, and electrical switch disappointment, just as hardware warming, 
glitch, and harm. Any distribution circuit serving present day electronic gadgets will contain some level of symphonious 
frequencies. The more prominent the power drawn by nonlinear loads, cause more noteworthy the dimension of voltage bending. 
Potential issues (or side effects of issues) ascribed to harmonics include:  

A. Malfunction of delicate gear  
B. Random stumbling of circuit breakers  
C. Flickering lights  
D. Very high impartial currents  
E. Overheated stage conductors, boards, and transformers  
F. Premature disappointment of transformers and uninterruptible power supplies .(UPSs)  
G. Reduced power factor 
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III. HYBRID ACTIVE POWER FILTERS 
Specialized confinements of traditional APFs can be overwhelmed with half and half APF designs. They are commonly the mix of 
essential APFs and uninvolved filters. Crossover APFs, acquiring the upsides of both aloof filters and APFs give improved 
execution and financially savvy arrangements. The thought behind this plan is to at the same time lessen the exchanging clamor and 
electromagnetic obstruction.  
The possibility of half and half APF has been proposed by a few scientists. In this plan, a minimal effort uninvolved high-pass filter 
(HPF) is utilized notwithstanding the ordinary APF. The harmonics filtering task is separated between the two filters. The APF 
drops the lower request harmonics, while the HPF filters the higher request harmonics. The fundamental target of cross breed APF, 
along these lines is to improve the filtering execution of high-request harmonics while giving a practical low request harmonics 
alleviation.  
These days different half and half APFs utilizing in electronic industry, however the two most noticeable ones are appeared in below 
figure. The given figure is the system arrangement of the half and half shunt APF. Both the shunt APF and aloof filter are associated 
in parallel with the nonlinear load. The capacity of the half and half APF would thus be able to be partitioned into two sections: the 
low-request harmonics are dropped by the shunt APF, while the higher recurrence harmonics are filtered by inactive HPF. This 
topology fits retrofit applications with the current shunt APF.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig:1. Hybrid active power filter 

IV. REFERENCE SIGNAL ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES  
A standout amongst the most examined programming part (on account of a DSP execution) of an active filter is the symphonious 
recognition strategy. In short, it speaks to the part that has the ability of deciding explicit signal properties from an info signal (that 
can be voltage, current or both) by utilizing a unique scientific calculation.  
Various calculations developed for the symphonious recognition, which prompted a huge logical discussion on which part the 
spotlight ought to be put on, the identification precision, the speed, the filter steadiness, simple and reasonable execution, and so 
forth. The arrangement of these strategies should be possible with respect to the area where the scientific model is created. Hence, 
two noteworthy bearings are portrayed here, the time space and the recurrence area strategies. The considered reference signal 
estimation strategies. They can't be considered to have a place with the control circle since they play out an autonomous assignment 
by furnishing the controller with the required reference for further preparing. This segment exhibits the considered reference signal 
estimation systems, accommodating every one of them a short portrayal of their fundamental highlights.  

A. Recurrence Domain Approach  
Reference signal estimation in recurrence space is reasonable for both single-and three-stage systems. They basically got from the 
guideline of Fourier investigation as pursues.  
 The principle downside of this strategy is the going with time delay in system factors testing and calculation of Fourier coefficients. 
This makes it unreasonable for ongoing application with powerfully changing loads. In this manner, this strategy is appropriate for 
gradually shifting load conditions. So as to make calculation a lot quicker, a few changes was proposed and rehearsed later. In this 
changed Fourier-arrangement conspire, just the basic part of current is determined and this is utilized to isolate the all-out consonant 
signal from the tested load-current waveform. 
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B. Time Domain Approaches  
Time-area approaches depend on momentary estimation of reference signal as either voltage or current signal from contorted and 
consonant dirtied voltage and current signals. These methodologies are appropriate for both single-stage and three-stage systems 
with the exception of the synchronous-recognition hypothesis and synchronous-reference-outline hypothesis which must be 
embraced for three-stage systems. 
1) Instantaneous Power Hypothesis: Prompt power hypothesis (and variations) decides the symphonious twisting from the 

immediate power figuring in a three-stage system, which is the increase of the momentary estimations of the currents and 
voltages. The figuring’s might be done in αβ-organizes as in the beneath condition and quick reactive power hypothesis, p and 
q, are decayed into immediate genuine and fanciful powers, separately. The estimation in this square chart may influenced, if 
the system has zero arrangement segment because of a current unbalance. Thusly, additionally a p0 part should be added to give 
a total investigation. Different procedures dependent on a similar standard improve diverse other component, as like the 
dropping of the unbiased currents, the minimization of the energy stockpiling component, the pre-preparing of the information 
voltages to keep just the positive succession.  

2) Synchronous dq Frame: Synchronous key -outline is gotten from the space vector change of the information signals, which at 
First are accomplished in the abc-arranges (stationary reference outline) from the sensors and afterward changed into the -
facilitates (pivoting reference outline with basic recurrence) by methods for the Park change (beneath condition). Here the dq 
outline turns with the key rakish recurrence. Also, in this casing the essential currents are showed up as dc segments and the 
harmonics as air conditioning signals. The active and reactive parts of the three-stage system are spoken to by the direct and 
quadrature segments separately. In this hypothesis, the essential segments are changed into DC amounts which can be isolated 
effectively through filtering. Along these lines, the recognition of the harmonics turns into a matter of evacuating the dc-signal 
with a High-Pass Filter (with a cutting recurrence between 25 Hz - 120 Hz). 
 

C. The working of APF 
An active power filter can be considered as a compensator for power system harmonics. The working of active power filter 
comprises of mostly three phases. They are:  
1) Signal Molding: Signal molding alludes to the recognition or detecting of harmonics in the power distribution line. The 

reference signal to be prepared by the controller is the key segment that guarantees the right activity of APF.  
2) Inference of Repaying Signal: The following stage is the deduction of remunerating signal from the upset wave comprises of 

both basic wave and the consonant substance. It very well may be finished by two unique techniques recurrence area approach 
and time space approach. Recurrence area approach utilize Fourier change strategy for this reason. While Time area approach 
utilizes various techniques like Instantaneous Reactive-Power Theorem, Synchronous-Reference-Frame Theorem, Synchronous 
Detection Theorem, Sine-Multiplication Theorem, step filter strategy and so forth. 

3) Age of Gating Signal: The third stage is the age of gating signal for symphonious concealment. Such a significant number of 
control procedures like space Vector PWM, dull control, hysteresis current control, one-cycle control, miscreant control, sliding 
mode control, fluffy control and the fake neural system technique have been acquainted and connected with different 
arrangements of active power filters. Gating signal generator in the general square outline of APF is utilized for this reason.  
 

V. MATLAB SIMULATION 
A. In this chapter, various waveforms of DSM-PI controller model are simulated in MATLAB Simulink and various input and 

output waveforms for the different conditions are shown below. 
B. Working of the model 
C. The simulation is connected with a three phase source connected to impedance.  
D. A non-linear load is connected which has diode bridge rectifier connected to RL load.  
E. The series active power filter is connected at point of common coupling using series transformers.  
F. Each single-phase inverter is controlled individually using feedback controller.  
G. The controller comprises of dual sliding mode controller with voltage and current feedback.  
H. The complete simulation is run for 1sec with and without active power filter.  
I. The DSM-PI controller uses adjustable Kp and Ki values for the series active power filter to react faster to the disturbances 

caused by the non-linear load.  
J. An FFT analysis is carried out from powergui block and compared with response time between PI and DSM-PI controllers.  
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Fig:2. MATLAB Simulink model for DSM-PI controller 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig:3.Input Waveforms, VS and IS for DSM-PI controller model 
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Fig.4 The Output Voltage and Output Current for the DSM-PI model 

 
Fig.5 FFT analysis 

Mode of operation          THD% 

Without hsapf           22.48% 

With hsapf           3.42% 

Table 4.1 THD values 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, another hearty controller plan for HSAPF has been exhibited. The control configuration is set up by sliding mode 
controller-2 that determines the identical control law. This control law is especially useful for exchanging design age. The strong 
ness of the proposed controller has been verified by investigating the presentation under relentless state just as transient state of the 
power system. With the utilization of this method, the functionalities of the HSAPF are improved. From the got recreations just as 
exploratory outcomes, the proposed HSAPF has been seen to give efficient current just as voltage symphonious moderation, 
reference voltage tracking conduct, and reactive power pay with progressively shifting load conditions. Reenactment and 
exploratory outcomes under a few system working states of load has verified the plan idea of the recommended sliding mode based 
HSAPF to be exceedingly successful. 
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